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SUBJECT: IAMBARDDIANATIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION,INCORPORATED
INTERNAL SECURITY R
Reference is made to Washington Field letter to the Bureau'
under above caption dated March 7, 1951.
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A review of the files of this office reflect the following 2=
CD uinformation concerning captioned organization.
C., 35
09, 06
On November 3, 1950, this office received a letter from
9
s C. PARKEK4MORGAN) Secretary and'Oeneral Counsel of_the Hubbard Dianetig— E3
..•.‘
Ci Rqsearclayqundation, Incorporated)275 Morris Avenue, Elizabeth,-New cz:Z
- Jersey, 'requesting an interview with a Special Agent for the purposeof giving some information on Communist activities designed to obtain 8
1
the national mailing list of the foundation. In this letter, MORGAN uadvised that he was a former Special Agent of the Bureau. MORGAN
— J
was subsequently interviewed and furnished the following information: ...-Jf"icr
't•
czM-= a l‘n
The Foundation was set up about May, 1950, to further the
work of L. RON HUBBARD, author, whose book entitled "Dianetics" had
been published about two years previously and had been very well received by the public. Many branch offices of the Foundation had also been
established to assist the many clubs and study groups which had been
formed to reach a better understanding of "Dianetics".

;3=

According to MORGAN "Diane-tics" is a new approach to the
treatment of many physical and mental illnesses without the use of
drugs or medicine.
.As Secretary and General Counsel of the Foundation, MORGAN
had in his possession, a mailing list containing about sixteen thousand
names of'persons who are interested in "Dianetics" and who have
previously subscribed to material from the Foundation. In his opinion,
this list would be quite valuable to anyone interest ',a1 circa
in
Communist Party literature.
One ARTHUR R#CEPPOS)President)Hermitag
e bl
ng
Company, New York City, New York and formerly Executive Vice Presideht
of_the Foundation, had tried to obtain this mailing list from the-Foundation. MORGAN stated he had received information that CEPPOS was in
sympathy with the Communist Party; however, he was unable to elaborate
on this. CEPPOS allegedly resigned from the Foundation becau e of a
tEs*Egimppaypver policy.
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Letter to the Director

March 21, 1951

NK 105-636
E, Director:New York
MORGAN also stated that ALAISTAI
Dianetic Association, h3 East 83rd Street, New York—Olr,Nelrxeik.
.,—
which organization is in no way associated with the P6andailaris alleged to be a Communist sympathizer, but MORGAN could not elaborate
on this.
'KYLE allegedly tried to. organize a National Convention of
Dianetic Associations for the purpose of having himself elected as the
National President and thereby gain information concerning the
organizations already set up, throughout the United States and. its
possessions. According to MORGAN, many clubs have been formed:and
he believes they would be a ffilile source for Communist infiltration
on a national scale, inasmuch as they have already been set up on an
organizational plan.
MORGAN stated that the Foundation is anti-Communist in. its
Work And had been critited in Communietfli.ty -publibetibnif.
The above information was furnished to the New York Office.
MORGAN AlSo advised that IONALD ..ROGERS„ -Director of
Reseerch_and_Assistant Treasurer of the Foundation, is also a farmer
Special Agent of this Bureau.
'3,A --eciffrics•
It is furthavoted that information from. the Atlanta Office,
captioned REUBEN ARCH I TORREY: III, was. SECURITY MATTER - C, who AB
now assg5ated with thcn Foundation,has.been furnished to the Bureau.
171D)4W-ETTIC
Enclosed is a copy of the "Look" Magazine, published
December 5, 1950, containing an article'.On page 79 entitle4KSDianetics,
Science or Hoax." This article refers to the book written/WI,. RON
HUBBARD and the work of the Foundation, and it is believed this article
may be of interest to the Bureau.
RUC.
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DIANETICS confined
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Unencumbered by false modesty,Hubbain assures followers his new
science can curccolds. ulcers and other ills he calls psychosomatic.
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researches of the last fifty yearn
They object to the extreme
claims of dianetics. to Huhn
tmtsrs constant repetition of
onion that di
v ' My.
and "without
es the most am
mental and ysycholomatic ills.
M.D.s Reject "Science"
They are outraged and
in.
dignant at Hubbard's Insistence
that he has developed a "scionce." They charge that his
evidence" is merely the endlessly repeated assertion that
cures have been achieved in
"270 cases" - unsupported by
documentation that these individuals were ever really sick in
the first place or ever achieved
cure under dianetle processing.
Although these faults ayPear overwhelming to men who
have spent their lives in the
scientific disciplines, they carry
little weight with Hubbard's
growing' legions. For dianetics
apparently brings them some
thing that conventional psychiatry has failed to offer them.
Condemn It as obscure. verbose, unscientific; the fact remains that some individuals
find in dianetics a way to bring
onto a conscious level some of
the troubles and fears and idiosyncrasies most of us hold deeply buried within ourselves.
Some persons. whether they are
cured of anything at all ov Pelt
find satisfaction and a feeling of
bolter adjustment to the world
through this confessional poseAlso, though dianetics Is certainly far fromtheconventional
psychiatry, it has g
reat ec,,
rnmercial advantages over the
In place of the psychiatrist,
with his many years of training

and' his medical degree. 'Hibbard offers a professional audir.superehmg or processing
-7"Ta

sac
es The Bcralgi,the".
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I plea f sea
times hundreds, of,sessions on
the psychiatric couch. Hubbard
offers a few intensive hoursbut still the comfort of a couch.
In place of a whole host of
complex Freudian causes to
neuroses -Oedipus complexes.
father images ' and what not Hubbard offers a neat package
of engrains When he gets down
to explaining them in detail,
they turn out to smack rather
Strangely of Fieud. But dressed
up In English words (instead of
Greek or Latin). they seem
easier to understand.
Monello Reaches All
Hubbard's greatest attraction
to the troubled is that his ersatz
psychiatry is available to all.
It's cheap. It's accessible. It's a
public festival to be Played at
clubs and parties.
In a country with only 6.000
Pro fessiona I psychiatristnwhoSe
usual consultation fees start at
i
lS an hour, Hubbani hasintro
duced mass-proauction methods Whether such methods can
actuallyhelp you if you're sick
Is a moot point
But moot or not, half a million
People are having a lot of mory
bid fun, getting a lot of exciteent and going through a whirl
mental gymnastics whileredz
headed Ron builds his chainstore Foundation
ToFather Divine's "Peace, it
wonderful," the dianetielant
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DIANETICS continued

:ianetics centers draw many
,:venous,, sincere people
oat ImPortent of all Is the
'Ingram thite!Hebbard calls
"basic-basit7jr the one Impinged
upon your Protoplasmic tells
almost as soon as you were conceived. All too often, according
to Hubbard, these Prenatal engrams stem particularly from
abortion attempts on thepart of
the mother.

Right, son.
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other Model Toys this authorized
reproduction is olbsteel, equipped

Abortion Attacked
Unlike many religious groups,
the proponents of (Bandits
have nothing against birth control. But the greatest of all
crimes and the root of most
evils, as they see it. Is the attempt-or even Just the verbal
wish-to cause the abortion of
a child already conceived. They
object here, not so much on
moral grounds, as because such
attempts- or such wishes and
thoughts-load down the time
track with 'the basic-basic deMedical Men Protest
mon engrarn.
This treatment by laymen of
But all Is not lost. Dianetics
deep-seated psychological and
can transform you Into a "clear"
psychiatric problems is one of
-a person whose every engram
the chief causes of the violent
has been resolved. Then. and !criticism from medical menthen only, according to Huband particularly psychologists
bard, will you be free of your
and psychiatrists.
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This bride really blushed! She thought
she was making just enough rice for
two. Instead, it was enough for more
Jae twenty-two.
A little rice gives a lot in quantity and
nutrition. And each'full weight package
of River Brand and Caro too Brand Bite
provides many healthful servings of deliciou
easydo.preparkiow.cost food.
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room building. where swarms
of student auditors raptly attend Hubbard's lectures and
practiceprocessing one another.
Still more recently, therehave
been instituted a series of weekendsessions at theswank Country Club Hotel in Hollywood.
Here, taking over 20 or 30
rooms, a band of student audidots and Pre-clears meet under
the guidance oL professional
auditors for "Intensive auditing
with chemical assist."
Hubbard and his associates
Insist that this use of drugs has
nothing to do with oareosynthesis. They claim that "chemical astistants," purchasable In
California at any drugstore, aid
in helping resistant pre-clears
to achieve dianetic reverie and
to dredge up their basic-basic
engrams.
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Some are the usual
,theseIireitrktionc.despititthktj
fringe tyPes-frustrated
ladles who have alreidg- Workedi ''' 'fact that most kr Ithetmoresit
their way through all the availsional auditors, trained
Pet
month counts. ,cottld nevebtte
able cu tst Y
homosexual engrams arc all too
qualify for the Practice ned; Piz
ibne or a n y of tilt rela ted hea lobviou s. E u t most a re sertus
d
lag as
people, d t ply beuevine
sincerely wanting tobelieve.
pare :clea mt. H ubba rd exoget dianetic processing
of
dianctIes
k
A defender
...neither therapy nor mediFrederick L Schuman, Woodtine." Then he adds. with a titsrow Wilson Professor of Govemment at Williams College.
arming grin. "It just happens
that what we release is the
He Is but one of those men of
mentintheirchosen
cause
of their psychosomatic
l
e
ve
h i gh a ch
illnesses."
professions, so convinced of the
importance of dianetits that
Temporary Aid Likely
they willingly write long letters
Leading psychiatrists, howprotesting antagonistic comments, and enthusiastic articles
ever, are not so sanguine about
either the effectiveness or the
singing the praises of the new
Innocuousness
of Hubbard's
"science."
National headquarters of the poor man's psychiatry. Dr. Jack
Dianetic Research Foundation A. Dunagin, of the Henninger
is an unprepossessing, back- Foundation, for example, concedes that some sufferers from
street office building in Elizabath, N. J. There are five other mental malaise may find tenporary relief under dianetic
centers of dianetic teaching and
Instruction.inWashington.New hocus-pocus, just as they someyork,Chicago. Los Angeles and times do under hypnotism,
Cotteism or voodoo.
Honolulu.
"But,"hedetlares,"thegreatOf all the dianetic centers,
Los Angeles Is the mostexuber- est harm to a person would
come. not because of the vicious
antsy expansive and enthusiasfic.There the Hubbard Founda- nature of dianette therapy, but
tion moved Into a suite of because.- it will lead them
modest offices late last July. In away from treatment which
August. it took over a two-story they may badly need.
Other psychiatrists point out
building housing a lecture theater and 20 "processing" rooms. that Hubbard- has borrowed
A few weeks later, It had to ex- from (and in the process, disPand again-this time into a 110totted ) most of the psychiatric
(Continued on neriSNteb tOlo gy-
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Half a million laymen havd swal-

L. Ron Hubbard. originator of dianetics, demonstrates his new "science" with a woman student.

lowed this poor mails psychiatry.
Now they're set.to try it on others
By ALBERT Q. MAISEL

A YEAR AGO, L. Ron Hubbard was an obscure
.t1 writer of 5seudoscienliflo Pulp lichen. Today, he has:
...Half a million devout followers.
...A foundation with a chain of bustling
branches stretching from Elizabeth, N. J., to
faro( Honolulu.
...The beit-selling nonfiction book since
Dale Carnegie:discovered the secret of success
' c-SVATtstyartiaof:po -eyedattidents
ing
enatAFFOPrct
TIFH'Ruflea16),700Rairci
pleteHr-cduth alicrcepaglerhfrouTosychi
any ordinary Sycldatrisa
..Even larger and fasterZgrohring tribes
who Pay $200 .each for the 15-lecture short
course—or $25 an hour to have their "cases
opened' by $500 professional auditors.
.. And a small army of associate members, at a mere 15 smackers each,. who gratefully keep up with the whirlwind developments of Hubbard's new "science"-of dianetics
through the Dianetics Auditors Bulletin. •
Dianetics and the Discovery of Fire
Hubbard, you might gather from the foregoing, has discovered the key to success and
demonstrated once again that Barnum underestimated the sucker birthrate.
But that, by Hubbard's own admission, is
probably the least of his discoveries.
Unencumbered by the modesty that hog. ties ordinary mortals, Hubbard starts his book
—THE BOOK, his followers tall, it—with the
calm assertion that "the creation of dianeticr
is a milestone for Man comparable to his discovery of lire and superior to his Inventions
of the wheel and the arch,'
A few lines beyond, one learns that, with
dianetics, "the intelligent layman can successfully and invariably treat all psychosomatic
ills and inorganic aberrations."
Farther on, one discovers that these psychosomatic ills, "uniformly cured by dianetic
therapy," include such varied maladies as eye
trouble, bursitis, ulcers, some heart difficul,
-ties, migraine headaches and the common cold.
But you ain't heard nothing yet. For Hubbard's 'auditors (anyone with four dollars to
buy The Book and the stamina to read through
it can "audit" without further license) achieve
these miracles by the simple process of re(Continued on pagan)
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